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Barbara O'Malley, Club President, presented Shane with his No. 16 shirt before his
first game of the season v Pembroke 

Men’s 1st Match Report
Everybody was looking forward to our fixture with Pembroke Wanderers and none
more so than Shane O'Donoghue who after 5 years away with UCD and KHC
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more so than Shane O'Donoghue who after 5 years away with UCD and KHC
Dragons in Belgium made his debut in the EYHL with his native Club.  Barbara
O'Malley as Club President presented Shane with his No. 16 shirt before the
game
 
The game started slowly  with neither team managed to stamp their authority on.
Glenanne held much possession with Pembroke looking to break on the counter. 
We missed a number of clear opportunities to take the lead.  However Pembroke
were awarded a penalty stroke when a corner was stopped by a body on the line
which Alan Southern converted to give them a 1:0 lead
 
Much of the same throughout the 2nd quarter with few clear cut chances.    Slightly
subdued game with defences in control  and chances at a premium
 
The teamtalk at half time seemed to have done the trick with the  Glens coming out
with a much greater purpose and cohesion.  They managed  to penetrate the
Pembroke circle on numerous occasions butwith no positive outcome.   As
Pembroke had done in the 1st half  Glenanne got a lifeline when they were
awarded a stroke.  Unfortunately Keoghie struck the post and Pembroke retained
their lead.   As Glenanne pushed for the equaliser Pembroke looked dangerous
on the counter attack and when Alan Southern got free at the top of the circle a
tough challenge resulted in another penalty for the D4 side.  Alan Southern scoring
from the spot for the 2nd time.
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Despite going 2:0 down in Q3 Glenanne pulled themselves back into the game
soon after with a drag flick from Stephen Brownlow hitting a body on the line
before rolling just over the line.  Game on!
 By the final quarter it was all Glenanne  as they looked to get back on terms.  
Holding much of the possession and  despite the circle entry count rising
substantially the Glens were unable to convert.   All this pressure  yielded a
number of penalty corners all of which were blocked by Ingram in the Pembroke
goal.   Pembroke held on to leave Glenanne with all 3 points.
 
Its been a tough start to the season with only 1 point to show from 12.   The coming
weeks provide the team with a break and some time to get some of th injured
players back.  
 
Next match is away to Instonians on the 5th November and is a must win fixture for
the Glens in order to kick start their season
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Walking Wounded: Richard Couse (Collar Bone), Philly Byrne (Broken Nose) Neil
Byrne (PCL Tear)

Men’s 2nds Match Report 
Glenanne 2 Corinthians 2
Scorers for Glenanne:  Dave O'Malley (PS), Daryl Carey
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The men's seconds welcomed several "legends" back to the team for their 3rd
match of the season against a youthful Corinthians side with Graham Shaw, Ian
Clarke and Keith Thompson all making an appearance.  The Glens had the better
of the early exchanges, moving the ball well from defence into midfield and were
unlucky with some early corners.
 
They went 1-0 down however after the ball was turned over in midfield and the
Corinthians forward turned well in the circle to finish off the breakaway goal.  The
remainder of the half continued with much of the same, with Glens getting slightly
the better of the exchanges but with nothing to show for it.
 
The second half yielded more problems for the Glens who went a further goal
behind from a strong drag flick from one of the few Corinthians corners.  It has
been a problem with the seconds of late that they are comfortably winning the
corner count in matches but with very little to show for it.
 
However the Glens started the fight back through a penalty stroke, awarded after a
foot on the line from a short corner.  The stroke was expertly converted by David
O'Malley, who continued his strong performances in midfield this season. 
Glenanne's second goal came from precision pass from Graham Shaw, which
was deftly deflected into the circle by O'Malley.  Daryl Carey was running on to the
pass and kept a cool head to round the keeper and knock the ball home.
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The 2nds have now finally got some points on the board for the season and
hopefully next week's match against Monkstown away, will continue the upward
trend.

Congratulations to Ray O'Connor former player and Honorary Life Member on
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being awarded the FIH Guust Lothouwers Memorial Trophy for his outstanding
service to the development and promotion of umpiring. Glenanne are so proud of
you.

Junior Match Report
The Minor Girls played Pembroke at home and despite only having 10 players, beat
Pembroke 1:0. Archa Kotian was back in goal for a one time only appearance this

year. We have new blood in the team with Aisling, KerriAnn and Funmi  from Marks
in the squads, showing really appetite for the game despite only having a few weeks

under their belt. The team is shaping up well and looking forward to their first

league match 13th Nov! They have one last friendly next Sunday 23rd at HOME at
10.30am.

 
The Extreme 8 girls had a fantastic morning out in Weston at an International Blitz –
a visiting team from England and two Weston teams. The Glenanne girls beat both

Weston teams and drew 0:0 against the visiting English Team. Excellent play by
Ana, Sinead and Amy in the mid-field, Eilís, Ellen and Baroness keeping a very
strong defence and the two Lynch sisters Siona and Caitriona running the ball
upfront. Great talent on this team. Again all looking forward to their first league

match 6th Nov.
 

TheU14C boys had a tough start to their first league match against 3RR, it appears
there was a mismatch in terms of capability and age group – which resulted in a

tough goal score. However the boys played their hearts out, demonstrating great
potential and it won’t be long before they make a comeback.  Dara made his
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premier appearance as goalie and loved it! The U14C league is a new league to
boys club hockey, focusing on new and developing players and providing

(allegedly) a safe league for them to develop their hockey without being hammered.
The boys are up against Navan next weekend and the skill level should be more

evenly matched!.
 

The U10’s Boys played a Blitz against 3RR, Railway and Weston and great fun was
had by all the boys.

Results and Fixtures 
 
Results - 15.10.2016 
Ladies 1's no match
Ladies 2's v Clontarf 3rds in Glenanne Park - 3-0 win
 
Fixtures 19.10.2016.
Mens 3's v St. Brendans in Blanchardstown at 8.00

Fixtures 22.10.2016
Ladies 1's v Trinity 1's in Glenanne Park at 3.30pm
Ladies 2's v Malahide Fingal 2's in Glenanne Park at 1.30pm
Mens 2's vMonkstown in Rathdown at 12.20 
Mens 3's v Clontarf in Glenanne Park at 1.30pm
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Fixture 23.10.2016
Ladies 2's v Mullingar 1's in Mullingar at 1.30pm

Minor B Girls vs WESTON  – HOME @10:30am
S6’s & F4’s  vs Notre Dame – AWAY @ 10am
U14C Boys vs Navan – HOME @ 1:00pm
U14B Boys vs  Suttonians – HOME @2:00pm
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